
Announcing the Atomos NEON Take Control Promotion 

NEON 17 and 24 have been used by experts in many production and post environments to 
help facilitate the changing landscape of creative workflows.  From Virtual productions to 
remote editing, grading, and increasing access to HDR deliveries for both onset and post.

Despite vast lockdown limitations, the NEON opens up opportunities for content creation, 
to evolve your workflow, as well as new ways to interact with NEON.

CLAIM NOW

Atomos Button Bar Remote 
(BBRCU)
Rugged Hardwired Control  
(Coming in Q2 2021)

Expand the control interface of your 

NEON device for close field operation 

with the NEON’s tools. The large 

backlit buttons provide directors and 

camera operators quick access to 

scopes, monitor assist tools, frame 

guides, LUT selection. With dedicated 

buttons for record and playback, you 

can jump into the last take to review 

the shot, step-through frame by frame 

or loop the entire clip.  The rugged 

aluminium housing provides the same 

anti-rotational mount as on the NEON 

and a NATO rail runs the length of 

the unit allowing flexible mounting 

options.  

Loupedeck Live 
DIT / NLE multifunction Control

With the release of the MacOS App 

the AtomRemote short cut control of 

NEON is at your fingertips, whether 

on set with your DIT cart or back 

in the edit suite. Paired with the 

Loupedeck Live we’ve created a 

profile that provides fast access to the 

controls.  Exposure and analysis tools 

are available as you need them, or 

jump in top playback mode to access 

the recorded clips, transport controls 

and loop playback.  As a controller 

the Loupedeck Live is completely 

customisable, allow you to configure 

a personalised profile that meet your 

unique needs with commands and 

tools.

iPod touch 
Wireless Remote Control 

Users will be able to control of all 

the NEON settings remotely without 

needing to be at the screen itself 

via the AtomRemote iOS APP.  

Supported on a wide variety of 

devices from iPod Touch, iPads and 

iPhones dating back to iOS 12.  As 

part of the Take Control Promotion 

you can claim a FREE iPod Touch 

32GB (BLACK).  The personal control 

device that fits in your pocket not 

only provides control for NEON but 

a wide range of other iOS APPs that 

integrate into workflows for Arri, RED, 

Terradek and more.

NEON TAKE CONTROL 
PROMOTIONAL OFFER

Terms and conditions: Please be aware that the Atomos Neon Series Button Bar is currently in pre-production with availability 
due to be announced in Q2. Customers selecting this option will be informed of the anticipated delivery time closer to shipping. atomos.com

TAKE CONTROL of your NEON and claim one of the following options worth up to $269:

Promotion Dates: 1st February 2021 to 30th April 2021


